Agents of
Innovation:

Significant, wide-ranging – and long overdue – change in the role
of the CIO has put them at the heart of the action. They are more
successful at balancing operational and strategic priorities, and taking
a leading role in driving new, distributed approaches to innovation.

Logicalis Global CIO Survey 2018-2019

logicalis.com/ciosurvey2018

Big Picture: The role of the CIO
CIOs now taking on a more strategic role
- as ‘agents of innovation’

The big picture has changed dramatically
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The demands of day-to-day have significantly reduced, freeing up the
CIO to focus on strategic innovation.
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54%

93%

of CIOs spend at least 50% of
their time on day-to-day IT
management

94%

devote between 10%
and 50% of their time
to information security

spend between 10%
and 50% of their time
on innovation

CIOs must still balance innovation with more pressing
strategic priorities like information security.
And their performance measures confirm this.
Less than two thirds are
measured by their success
in reducing the cost of IT.
50% are measured on ability
to deliver service innovation.

Are the days of
belt tightening
coming to
an end?

The suggestion that CIOs are now striking a balance
between innovation and operations is confirmed by the
range of activities on which their performance is measured.
Other

7% (2%)
System Availability

73% (22%)
Risk Mitigation

60% (18%)
Compliance

49% (15%)
Cost Reduction

62% (18%)
Service Innovation

50% (15%)
Contribution to Revenue Growth

35% (10%)
How CIOs are Measured (Responses and Share of Responses)

An increased willingness to ‘export’ IT is proving
a double-edged sword for CIOs.
10%
14%
12%
The core
Technology and services
hosted on premises and
managed in-house

The outer cloud
Cloud provisioned but
managed in-house

64%

the core now accounts
for less than two thirds
of the IT estate

The outer core
Technology and services
hosted on premises but
managed by a third party

Pure cloud
Cloud provisioned and
third party managed

The anatomy of the IT estate.

Working with trusted
third parties to deliver and
manage IT outside of the
core is about making dayto-day management more
efficient while maintaining
service agility.

22%

of IT is now managed by
external suppliers.

In focus
• Business Intelligence & Analytics
• Information Security & GDPR
• Emerging Technology Adoption

CIOs report some success in deriving business benefit
from business intelligence (BI) and analytics, but much
more could be done.
Business area

Scored 4 or 5

Scored 5/5

Don’t know

IT department

36% 11% 15%

Finance & operations

30%

9% 21%

Marketing & sales

29%

8% 24%

Customer service

29% 10% 21%

Information security & compliance

29%

8% 20%

Product & service innovation

23%

6% 24%

B1 and analytics league tables, within organisations

Analytics is key to effective information security
and security strategies are evolving...
CIOs were asked of the main security threats facing their business

68%

Malware & Ransomware
(including crypto-jacking)

56%

Lack of staff awareness
and resulting mistakes

54%

49%

39%

34%

Data breaches

Phishing

Malicious insiders

Social engineering

27%

17%

13%

Changing regulatory
environment

Industrial Espionage

State sponsored attacks

The Last Word
“These are exciting times and
where CIOs are the agents of
innovation, we are committed
to being the architects of change”
Mark Rogers, Chief Executive Officer,
Logicalis Group

To find out more about our vision for digital business, and the
work we are doing to deliver it, download our Annual Review,
email us at info@logicalis.com or visit logicalis.com.

